
 

 

City:_West Richland_    Position:__City Council Position 7____ 
 
Candidate:__Tony Benegas___________________________________ 

 

 Why are you running for office?  

 
I originally ran for office to make a difference.  West Richland (WR) is one of the fastest growing cities 
in the area.  As business owner and leader, I wanted to ensure that the city was ready for the new 
growth—to make WR a great place to live.  Back then, the mindset on the council was “What can we do 
to survive?”  Mine has always been “What we can do to grow and thrive?”  There were no business 
owners on the council; folks did NOT really understand what a business has to go through to grow, 
survive and thrive, to have employees, and to deal with government red tape.   
 
Government, especially local, has the most immediate and closest impact on the lives of everyone.  
That role is limited; we can’t and shouldn’t pick winners and losers. But we need to support businesses 
by doing what government does best:  Keep our city safe; provide roads and utilities (infrastructure); 
and provide that quality of life, our parks, schools and rural atmosphere.  
 
So, in addition to those 3, I also believe that we need to strive to limit the role of government—keep 
government out of our citizens’ lives, limit taxes and the tax burden on all (We have people on fixed 
incomes).   
 

 Why do you believe you are qualified to sit on city council?  
 

I was elected and re-elected because I have a plan, a vision, and a strategy for the city. In addition, 
what I bring is real - not just words, but real results.  Leadership isn’t telling people what to do or 
complaining. It’s listening, building relationships, finding solutions, and representing all the people of 
WR.  But what are the real results? 6th Safest City in the State of Washington in 2014, over $3,000,000 
in funding and grants for our roads, teaming for the Red Mountain Interchange, the Quad City Water 
Rights, a 20 year Park Plan, an Economic Development Plan, a 20 year Water Plan - these are real.  

 

When I first ran, my campaign slogan was and still is – 1 Voice – 1 Goal – 1 Community.  The only way 
we as a region can win is by teaming. We are not competitors, but partners, together with 1 goal - to 
bring prosperity to our region. This belief is due to my business experience. I have had a successful 
small business for the last decade. To succeed, teaming with competitors is a must, along with a vision, 
a goal and strategy.    

 

$3,000,000 in road funding and grants to West Richland (WR) came because I believe in finding the  
win-win scenarios, showing a vision to others as to why roads between communities is a good for us 
all, to how economic development in WR benefit the Port of Kennewick or Richland.  This is what 
leaders do: Build relationships and look out for each other.  The only way WR was able to bring in the 
Red Mountain interchange was by having a strong partnership of the cities, ports, and counties 
speaking as one voice - saying the same thing to persuade the many legislators to make the 
interchange a reality.  We in WR started talking about an interchange 6-7 years ago.  It took a LOT of 
effort and a LOT of teamwork and it was the only way we could succeed and we did – together. We 
must continue this partnership; it’s the only way we can all win. This is Why Me: I bring leadership and 



ability.  There are other examples of my leadership: I am the current WR representative to the Benton 
Franklin Council of Government (BFCOG) and serve on that board as well. The BFCOG board 
nominated and elected me to represent them on the Hanford Advisory Board. I am a US civil rights 
commissioner for Washington State which I was nominated and appointed. I served on United Way 
Board of Directors for 6 years.  Clearly, I enjoy hard work, and I bring this work ethic and leadership to 
city council.  

 

 How do you see the various governments of the Tri-Cities working together to promote regional 
economic development? 

 
Economic development is the key for West Richland as well for the entire region -1 Voice – 1 Goal – 1 
Community.  The only way we as a region can win is by teaming. We are not competitors, but 
teammates, together bringing prosperity to our region.  The only way West Richland received the Red 
Mountain interchange was due to a tremendously strong team of the cities, ports, and counties 
speaking as one voice.  We, the cities, already work together via the Benton Franklin Council of 
Governments, but the Chamber is also a means of drawing us together.   
 
We all win by looking at our region as a whole and ensuring that our connections remain strong, 
literally, by our roads and infrastructure – this is how we, councilmembers and commissioners, invest 
and support business. 
 

We can and must continue this partnership that is why I offer my leadership and skills to ensure that we 
can all prosper together.  
   

 In your view, what is the biggest economic opportunity for your city? 
 
Having a strategy of how to bring business in - in short, there are 2 goals:  The short term - 
revitalization of the WR Yakima River Gateway and Van Giesen Street.  And, for the long term - an 
entrance into the city via the Red Mountain Interchange. (West Richland has been the only city of its 
size in this state to not have access to the interstate highway.) But we in WR need to be ready by 
providing infrastructure, roads and water.  To this end we took a bold step and developed a small part 
of city land to place a shop. “Build it and they will come” and SSC (Shelby Supercars) came.  We were 
bold and put an access road to our Belmont development (part of the $3 million in road money) and 
Richland School district came, building a new middle school.  We are the front door of the Red 
Mountain Viticulture; we are putting in a new high tech waste processing facility – to process the 
vineyard’s waste water for years to come.   
 
There’s more, but suffice to say, I am a business man, with my own company for 11 years now.  I 
understand the need for a vision, goals, and plans and leadership.  But we are successful because part 
of being that leader is building relationships and teaming.  We have some great partners, like the 
Chamber.  I am privileged to have served with so many good people.  

 

 What is your city’s greatest economic challenge? 
 

WR is experiencing a huge revenue drain by our citizens leaving the area to do their shopping 
elsewhere. The key challenge is to attract businesses to WR. This is where my business background 
comes in.  Again, leadership and teaming is key.     
 
Economic development must be a holistic effort, but working as a team, we are much stronger.  
Businesses like obtainable areas with high traffic, visibility and access.  The Red Mountain Interchange 
is a huge step to accomplishing that goal.  But again, with a strategy of 1 Voice – 1 Goal – 1 
Community, we all win because we worked together as a region and we succeeded on a state level.    
 
WR also offers so much: a well-educated work force, a safe city, easy access to every part of the city.  
But to support that potential investment, we (and I), on the council, strived to provide clear plans. To 
this end, the council has presented a vision of economic growth, a plan for how we want our city to 
develop and where, to provide that consistency and security.   



 
And again, we are 1 community, in this together, so with a lot of citizen input and numerous Town Hall 
Meetings, we are focusing on 2 areas, the Yakima River Gateway and the Keene Road (from Belmont 
to Van Giesen) areas.  Each area has its own challenges and requires a different approach.   
 
At the Yakima River Gateway, we are working with our existing business partners and residents while 
having clear cut zoning and enforcement to provide incentive and security to those looking to invest in 
WR and cleaning up Van Giesen corridor.  The Belmont/Keene/Van Giesen area, which lacked 
infrastructure, is more open, and has the anticipated connection to the interchange is the longer term 
plan.  Leadership is still needed to overcome these challenges – leadership which I am hoping and 
willing to provide. 
 

 If elected, how do you see yourself and city council working with the Regional Chamber to 
promote economic growth? 

 
As a local government, we can’t choose winners and losers, but we can encourage business to locate 
in WR by doing what local government can do best: provide safety, infrastructure, and a quality of life 
that is unique to WR.  What I bring is real leadership, real experience and real results.  In terms of 
safety, WR was recognized as the 6th Safest City in Washington in 2014. In terms of infrastructure, I 
brought in over $3,000,0000 in road funding by developing relationships and partnerships. During my 
tenure we established the Quad City Water Rights providing WR with a future of potable water for the 
next 20 years.  With hard work and building relationships, we have a 20 year Park Plan, and an 
Economic Development Plan.   
 
Again, times are tough, they always seem to be but we cannot afford to be alone or competitors.  To be 
successful in our region, we must work together, all of us, the cities, the ports, the counties, and 
especially the chamber.   We can’t do this alone—we need each other.  
 
Watch Out for WR, you ain’t seen nothing yet! 

 
 

 
 Please return all completed questionnaires to Austin Neilson, Government & Economic Affairs Director, at the Tri-City 

Regional Chamber via email at austin.neilson@tricityregionalchamber.com no later than Friday, September 25, 2015. 
 

 All questionnaire responses will be shared with Regional Chamber members via email, chamber website and chamber 
social media. 

 

 All candidates are offered an opportunity to record a three-minute video about their candidacy/campaign at the 
Regional Chamber office on Wednesday, October 7; Thursday, October 8 or Friday, October 9.  Please contact Austin 
Neilson at (509) 491-3233 or austin.neilson@tricityregionalchamber.com to arrange a date/time. 
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